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NEW EXPRESSION

.

Successfuls find test
To test the validity of
college entrance exams, The
New Expression sent sample
copies of the A .C.T. test to
various successful members
of the Chicago commun ity.
These people were sent only
the portion of the test that
applied to their profession,
and they were invited to add
any commentary they felt at
the moment they finished the
test.
Here are the results :
Andy Shaw , education
editor for "Newscenter Five"
and former reporter for The
Chicago Sun-Times had ten
wrong answers out of 75 in the
Correctness of Writing Test.
He wrote: " I found it difficult
In places .. . journal ists use a
st yle and language that may,
at ti mes, differ from the rigid
norms of grammar. Much of
the test seemed so badly
written that, in many cases ,
none of the answers was
preferable to a complete rewrite of the sentence in
question . The sheer tedium of
many sections made concen tration diffil::ult."
Bob Greene of The Chicago
Sun· Times also took the
writi ng test , but his answer
sheet was lost in the mai l ~

Greene commented by phone
that the test "seemed easy
and well writ ten. " He took t he
test while listening to t he
radio .
Gerry Wei ner is a stock
broker for Bec ker sec urity .
Out of 40 items in t he math
section , he had ten correct.
Weiner said he wasn't su rGreene

Dylan

Haney

Shaw

prised abou t the results since
most of the test dealt with
mathematical problems he
had n't seen since his college
days .
·
Or .
Thomas
H aney,
assistant professor of law at
Loyola University took the
Social Studies Reading Tes\.
Out of 52 item s, he had three
wrong. However, he found the
test "cu ltu rally biased." He
explained that "most of the
questions related to Western
European history or to
U.S. Constitutional/ political
co ncerns.
Th e
read i ng
selections seemed to be
directed toward incu lcat ing
adm iration for t he U .S .
system of government and
Western po li tical traditio ns.
This Is part icu larl y evident in
con nect ion with t he select ion
on econ omic theory, wh ich
co n tains gross distortio n s
about Marxism and its
relationship
to
other
theories."
" In order to score wel l ,"
according to Haney, "a person
would have to guess what the
grader wo uld take to be the
'right' answer. It was correct
only in terms of the readi ng
selection bu t was doubtf ul as
a general proposit'on."

A.C.T. test is valid:
It was a slightly nervous
Bobi Yarhold who took the
A.C.T. test last November.
She wasn 't too sure how well
she could do. As the test
progressed , her nervousness
subsided to the point where
she felt confidence in herself.
She received a composite
score of 22.
Roxanne Cardona expected
a low score on her A.C.T. Her
mother had to be rushed to
the hospital the morning she
took the test, so she was
upset. Roxanne got a composite of 18.
Both these girls are
st udents as Roberto Clemente
High School. They are in the
top ten per cent of their class
and are involved in the school
newspaper and the Anchor
club .
Roxanne was angry with t he
contents of the test. "I didn't
like it . I got a fee waiver but
if I had paid I would have
complained ." Bobi was happy
with the A C. T. "After the test
I was pretty sat1sfied ," she
admitted .
Bobi and Roxanne are
typical reactors to the college
testing exp eri e nce . Some
students feel good about
themselves , and they do well
in a test situati on. Most
student s however , are scared
and discouraged by the test.
One organization that is
exploring the A C.T. is Ralph
Nadar's
Public
Interest

Research Group, located in
Washington, D.C. The Nadar
group is gathering complaints
against the A.C.T.
Another group that
is
looking into standardized
tests Is the U.S. Congress .
Recently it began an investigation of the American
College Testing Program and
the Educational Testing
Service, two companies that
service virtually all of the
colleges in the nation.
Congressman
Harrington
from
Massachusetts
is
heading the investigation.
According to Harrington's
assistant, Kelly Downey, "We
are putting into the hands of
these two companies the life
decisions of high school
students . Col leges are increasingly relying on these
tests and, in effect, those test
scores determine who become
doctors ,
lawyers
or
businessmen."
It is the concern of the
congressman that a monoply
is being formed by these two
companies since colleges will
only accept their test results .
Downey explained that
attempts to determine how
valid the tests themselves are
is blocked because the
specialists who are qualified
to judge the validity of the test
are working for A .C T. and
E.T.S. Naturally they would
be likely to favor the tests that
feed them.
One informal way to judge
the test is to look at a

O ·Biased
ODumb
DEasy
L ois Binkley, w h o is
cu rrent ly working for t he
American Civil Libertie~
Union, thought that the test
co n tai ned "very conf using
st uff." She, too, felt that th e
test was cultu rally biased .
She has a Masters i n
Edu cat ion and has taught
high school English , yet in the
social st udies test she had 13
wrong out of 46 items and in
the writi ng tes t she had 15 o ut
of 75 items wrong.
Ellie Dylan, disc jockey for
W M A Q radio, reme mb ers
bitterly the low scores s he

student 's college record and
his test scores and simply
compare . Mundelein College,
which enrolls about 500
Chicago-area students , did
just that and found that some
students' test scores matched
their performance and some
did not. One student, for
example, who enrolled in
October with a very poor test
score made the Dean's honor
list in December.
One college in the area that
is reassessing its admission
policies because of grade
mflation is the University of
Illinois at Circle Campus. As
one official told Casey Banes
of The Ch icago Tribune , the
reason for the change was
that many of the students in
Chicago high schools who are
admitted to Circle can't read
college-level material. Dr.
William Price, Director of
Admissions there, explained
that no definite new admission procedures have been
set up and that the changes
are due for the fall of 1978, so
students who are planning to
enroll this fall have nothing to
worry about
As the largest commuter
campus for undergraduates iA
Chicago, Circle's decision will
certainly affect the Class of
1978 . The question is, will the
current Investigations of
college testing also affect the
Class of '78 and their plans for
the future.

" ... if we teens don't have
jobs to support ourselves,
we're going to join not only
the ranks of the unemployed
but of the welfare lines."
Malinda Jones, a sen ior at
Chicago Vocational , was
upset. Her words reflected the
feelings of most of the teens
who had gathered at the
Standard Oil building to talk
about teen unemployment
with adults whom they hoped
could do something about 1t.
Representing the teen point
of view were students from
Chicago Vocational, Marshall,
Immaculata , Cathedral and
Dunbar. The adult point of
view was presented by
Rudolph Sanchez, chief
planner at the Mayor's Office
of Manpower; Sarina Bellman, staff supervisor at
Illinois Bell and Robert Jolly,
a statistician with t he U.S.
Department of Labor.
Wendell Kruell, Dee Dee
Callahan, Alvin Ming, Stephen
Evans and Willie McGee
described the hassles and
disappointments of looking
for a job and the need for
better summer job programs.
One teen described the injustices done to her on the
job. As a part-time employee
she receives no time-and-ahalf but is expected to stay
beyond quitting time late at
night with no advanced
notice. Kathey O'Mafley of
Immaculata stayed three years
on a job part-time and still
received no chance for ad
vancement while employees
with less than one year's
seniority passed her up.
The adults attempted to

What would you do as Mayor of Chicago?
Here's your chance to say it---to the candidates!
METRO High
223 N. Mich igan

Tuesday, March 15 2- 4 p.m.

Sponsore d by YOUTH COMMUNICATION

Photo by Nona Paramore
received in her junior year of
hi gh schoo l. Despite the low
test scores, she was adm itt ed
to the college of her choice by
s heer determination. She
graduated from college w ith
honors and says that she "can
talk about college tests for
days, my feel ings are that
strong."

Jobless Teens ·
Seek Answers
By Linda Washington

true or false?
By Frank Burgos

0Fun

All teens invited
1_------------------------------------------------~--------------~--------~

make Clear to the teens that
they somehow understood t he
hardships of job-hunting. As
Bell fil"' an commented, "It's
never been easy to get a job
It's harder now because there
are fewer jobs "
The main item teens were
concerned with was summer
jobs programs . Sanchez explained that the fate of the
NYC job program was in the
ha11ds of Congress No one is
sure how much money will be
allotted to the summer jobs
program. but information wi ll
be sent out, in all probability,
during the month of April .
The information w ill be
available in public places such
as the Department of Human
Services. the Board of
Education, the Chicago Park
District,
Chicago
City
Colleges, the Archdiocesan
School Board, the YMCA and
the
Chicago
H o us i n g
Authority. For more informat ion teens can contact
Sanchez or Phyllis Williams,
who is chief planner of t he
summer jobs program .
One teen complained that
the NYC program shut out
low-middle-income
families
who made more than the
poverty level
Sanchez explained that eighteen-yearolds can apply as supervisors
regardless of the1r family
mcome.
Throughout the forum an
atmosphere of tens10n and
expectancy prevailed. Many of
the teens in the audience had
come expecting to be offered
instant jobs, but they were
forced to leave empty-handed
Others were looking for the
" magic answer" to finding a
job. They heard that perserverance was the answer.
As Sanchez commented. "The
persons that go out and try it
once, and call 1t quits, are
going to be called the umemployed yo uth of America."
The teens seemed to reach
one point of agreement, that
they're not organized enough
to protect their JOb rig hts or to
promote thetr opportun it1es .
This discussion was the
firs t in a series of discussions
sponsored by Youth Communication Tony Williams of
CVS and Ken Green of Haria
chaired the diSCUSSIOn.
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Students fight back

State's Attor~ey ·d enies promiseno retraction
By Michael Moore
Five months ago, State's
Attorney Bernard Carey announced that he would call a
press conference and retract
his statement that Julian high
school was a haven for
pushers and users of hard
drugs. To this day. (Feb 15),
no such ,statement has been
made.
The confltct between Julian
and Bernard Carey began
Sept. 30 when Mark Christian,
a sixteen-year-old sophomore
at Julian high school and the
editor of the school paper,
was called by a friend and
informed that the school had
made the news on Channel 5.
Christian turned to the
channel and was hit by the
story that his school was
involved in a hard drugs raid.
Needless to say, Christian
was angered by the news and
immediately called Eugene
Bridges, the president of the
student council, to see if he
had heard the broadcast and
the charges made by Bernard
Carey. Bridges in turn notified
other classmates.
The principal of Julian,
Edward H. Oliver, who was

recuoerattng from a heart
attack. began telephone
communications tmmedtately
to the student leaders from
his bedside.
The
next
day ,
Mark
Christian. Davtd Griffin and
Eugene Bridges were called to
the assistant principal ' s
office to discuss the charges
and to see what kind of plans
they could make to do
somethtng about the accusations alleged by Carey to
the news media.
It
was
decided
that
Christian would have the job
of contacting the news media
and setting up a press conference with Bernard Carey.
Bridges was to assure the
students at Julian that
something was being done
and that they should keep a
positive attitude.
The students at Julian knew
that no student had been
arrested in connection with
the drug raids and that no
arrests had been made within
a six-block radius of the
school. This information only
strengthened their reasons to
challenge the State's Attorney's office. The community advisory council,

Mark Christian (left), Carlton Lincoln (center) and Eugene Bridges discuss Carey's accusations.
Photo courtesy of The Chkago Daily News.
which meets with school
officials, was asked to stop
other business and focus all
attention on the drug charges.
On
Monday,
Oct.
4,
Christian and Bridges read all
newspaper. articles about the
Incident looking for conflicting information.
The press conference at
Julian was set up by Christian
for Wednesday. Bridges and
the community advisory
council asked the State's
Attorney for some proof of the

drug charges.
On Oct. 6, four hundred
teachers,
parents
and
students attended a press
conference at Julian. To their
satisfaction, State's Attorney
Bernard Carey said that he
would retract his statement
about Julian High School
since none of the twenty-two
persons indicted in the busts
were Julian students.
By Feb. 15, four months
later, that public retraction
had not been made. New

Teens confront crim
By Kenneth Green
Teens in Illinois are rapidly
becoming Public Enemy No.
1, at least if recent headlines
and TV coverage can be
believed.
Armed robbery, larceny,
breaking-and-entering, use of
weapons in a fight-one out
of three teens are guilty-so
screamed the media.
This teen expose began li
few weeks ago when a
Washington UPI reporter
released a story quoting
statistics from a study (not
completed) by the Institute for
Juventle Research o f the
Illinois Institute of Mental
Health. The story was quickly
picked up by the Chicago
newspapers and TV
Teens
have
suddenly
become the monkey on the
back of the city. Every teen
has come under suspicion.
Businesses, caut1ous about
hiring a teen criminal," have
begun to demand lie detector
tests for teen applicants.
In the past three weeks
Chicago teens have been
swapptng "disbelief stories"
from home Parent anxieties
seem to be at an all-ttme high,
and teens are experiencing
check-ups that are opentng
serious arguments about
trust.
Because teens at the Youth
Communtcatton Center were
upset by the headlmes, they
asked the men behind this
study to meet w1th them.
Three of the researchers
responded
Gary Schwartz,
Joe Ponttl and Mtchael lJucey.
The dtscusston between the
teens and the researchers
revealed
two
t mportant
elements
lost
tn
the
neadlrnes. Ftrst . the senous
acts of cnme by the one-third
were acts that Nere earned o ut
o~ce tn 'he teens ltfe less
tl'lar ·en per cent of the
teens '" the stud\ ,., ere
"'oe~ ted of lenders n ser,ous
the researchers
survey
r.ced tt'Jat

like this one of teens in the
1950's or the 1930's would
have produced the same facts.
Jack Mabley, well-known
columnist for The Chicago
Tribune , described three
"crimes" he had committed as
a teen in the 40's that would
have placed him in the "onethird" category.
Asked if institutions such
as half-way houses, boys
1
clubs and youth centers really
meet the needs of teenagers,
tt>Je researchers agreed that
often organizations are not
equipped to deal with real
teen problems.
"Teenagers are often in an
imposstble position," Gary
Schwartz pointed out. "Kids
are not allowed to help
determine the laws and rules
that bind them in schools , m
famtly life and in society, and
yet they are requ tred to I ive by
these. When they break a rule,
they are judged by guidelines
set up by adults who often
themseives act outside the
laws they have made."

accusations
exaggerated or not.
The
researchers
emphasized that the study is still
incomplete, that the final
facts have not been revealed.
Yet it seems to many teens
that the media jumped the gun
on conclusions from the
study.

One teen asked if they
bee, -1ed that some of the
teen's
in
the
study
exaggerated about their
actions. The researchers
explained that they were not
certain. Their findings were
based on the actual information
received,

As YCCC member Jeffery
Dyer expressed it, "The media
blew the story all out of
proportion. We may not all be
saints, but few of us are
teenage AI Capone's t:ither."

GENDER , RACE, AGE, AND ADOLESCENT INVOLVEMENT IN VIOLENCE
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Use
Weapons
90
88

Strong
Arm
90
90

55
61

72
70

63
74

83
90

81

93
93

92
94

98
98

98
98

45
39

69
66

78
80

80
76

87
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Male
White

Age
14-15
16-18

Fist
Fights
35
36

Carry
Weapons
76
75

Gang
Fights
80

Male
Non-White

14-15
16-18

25
29

Female
White

14-15
16-18

77

Female
Non-White

14-15
16-18

arts and sciences • music •
commerce • education • law
• prelaw studies • health sciences
graduate-undergraduate

---------,I
Director of Admissions
DePaul University
25 E. Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Ill. 60604_

Please send me General Information on
DePaul University .
My pnnc1pal area of 1nterest s
i ame

A

Expression contacted the
State's Attorney's office.
David Cuprisin, a pub I ic
relations official, defended
Carey's silence. "We stated
there were sales around the
school but no allegations
were made toward any
specific schools " He also
said, "I don't remember any
promise .made to retract any
statement because we didn't
make any statements. The
Chicago Police Department
did ."

I
I
I
I
I
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Running ...

A teenager's cry for help-now
problems. Legal or medical
advice can't be given out nor
can volunteers give information out that would tell a
runaway to run away or not to
run away. She explains that a
problem that occurs with
runaways is the 11 :30 curfew.
Friends or people who harbor
a runaway can get arrested. In
agenc1es controlled by the
state, kids must call up their
parents. I thank Jan for her
services. That doesn't help
kids who are in trouble.
They're getting the running
around from both sides.
February 5
I called Metro-Help once
again. It is beginning to

By Antoinette Clark

Several months ago I saw a
made-for-television movie (the
fifth most popular movie in
television history) entitled
"Little Ladies of the Night."
The movie depicted a teenage
girl on the run who turns to
prostitution to support herself·
while finding her identity.
This young runaway, Linda
Purl. had a guardian angel,
David Soul, who watches over
her like a brother. He is even
willing to die for her when she
rejects him.
Bull! Are there guardian
angels for every runaway out
there? I decided I was going to
go out and get the true story
of what happens to runaways
in Chicago I wasn't out to
step on anyone's toes. I just
wanted to find out if any one
IS
rea 1 y concerned about
runaways Here is a JOurnal of
my expenenc-es
February 2
929-5150 the telephone
number of Metro-Help, a
hotline tor runaways and a
crisis 1ntervent1on switchboard. I dial the number. This
is the second t1me I've made a
successiOn of calls to these
people. I get a busy signal. I'm
beginnmg to feel desperate. I
finally resort to The Reader's
service section and ftnd:
First ad: 996-9535/ln Touch
Hotline. In touch was out of
touch. No answer. Try the
next page.
Second ad:
947-0296/
Counseling for Adolescents.
Once again, no answer.
Suppose I really am in
trouble on Feb. 2 and need
help. Would I cut my throat?
It's time to hit the yellow
pages. 973-6966, Alternatives
on Greenleaf The phone rings
and a sunny vo1ce answers,
"Alternatives •·
"'Hi, l"m a reporter and I am
doing an article on runaways,
and I'm wondering 1f you
could get me in contact with
some of your referrals "
"You don't have that many
referrals and you can't break
confidences. Even if it was
your own best fnend. Interesting'"
Alternatives is a hot! i ne
where young people help
young people in solving their

By Marni Van Liew

Over the next two hours Kathy
interviews 15 women.
At 7:30, Saturday morning I'
By 9:30, Kathy is escorted
Kathy Jorden, a 19-year-old
out of the lock-up into the
black, walks into Cook County
records office where she
Jai I. She is escorted by a
hands the information to her
guard to the Overnight Lockup
assoc1ate who places~ ·he
Cell for Women.
phone calls for help ~She
There are about 60 women
relays information and urges
m the cell on any usual
appearance at court with bail
Saturday morning. Kathy
money if possible.
knows none of them. She is
At ten o'clock, the women
there to interview as many ·as
are marched out into the
possible before they are called
courtroom and told to sit in
for a court hearing at ten
the Jury box. Kathy sits
o clock. She wants to try to
quietly as the judge calls
protect thetr rights
Janet. The bailiff recalls the
Kathy stands outside the
date. the charges, and the
cell with a l1st of women she
bail. Kathy records the next
should mterv1ew She calls
courtdale the bail, and the
the first name on the list,
district of court for Janet as
Janet Rise! Kathy tells Janet
she has for all the women she
that she's from the Bail
interviewed as a volunteer
Project and wants to help
with the Bail Project for the
protect Janet. She needs
past three months.
names of Janet's friends or
Kathy first learned about
relat1ves who can help her and
the Voluntary Action Center
where they can be reached
from a sign tacked to a

a liberal arts college for WO!ffiN, offering:

*

Pre-professional programs including
medical technology, business management,
journalism, communicaLive disorders
SeJf-d~signed

intcrdisriplinary majors

Are you
overdosed. ..
.. on drugs,
lone! iness,
legal hassles or
bad information?
.. on dealing with
aworldfullof
crazines!>?

plus 19 ot:!.ler fields of sludy
~

Career Services Center

-:- Cooperative EducaL Lon/Inl en1ship Program
/c

F'inanr i a] , id

To get straight
informa1 ion and
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To

find someone
just to lc11k with

C<l

writ:8 or cnll:

Jc·an O'Keefe
1und lein College, !<.11.D-2
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~63 :-.!.

Sllcridf!n Rd.

1go, IL (,0660
(31?) 262-R'.\22
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Family Planning.
February 6
I drop in at the New Light
House and am questioned by
Paula on why I am running
away. Leah, a friend of mine,
accompanies me, and we end
up saying that we are
reporters.
We' re
show n
around and told not to talk to
anyone. I'm upset and angry.
February 11
I take a tour of Pacific
Garden Mission run by the
Salvation Army. I'm terrified. I
finally know what it's like to
be a runaway.
This is the first in a series of
articles about the problems of
runaways in Chicago.

cusations.
The counsellor sticks to the
guidelines Jan talked about.
Don't say anything. Listen and
give referrals:
New Light House, 271-6165
Blue Gargoyle, 955-5826
Malinda hangs up.
Now it's Frank's turn. He
exp lains that he's gotten his
girlfriend pregnant, and he's
looking for a place to run. I
like
the
counsellor's
questions o f consciousness
to Frank. Then the referrals
upset me. He suggests that
Frank's girl friend should get
an abort1on and refers him to
Evangelical Family Planning ,
725-0200 and to Midwest

Teen aids County Jail inmates

Mundelein College
*

become a habit. A nice husky
voice answers. Paul is
cooperative. He goes to get
the business number for me,
929-5854. Yeah, one strike for
us.
I'm curious to find out how
Metro-Help operates on the
phone. Malinda agrees to call
· as a runaway so that I can
listen.
A bright voice answers,
"This is Metro-Help."
"I need some help ; is there
someone I can talk to?"
"You can talk to me."
Malinda explains how her
boyfriend had been caught,
and her mom had found birth
control pills and made ac-

II:
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bulletin board at Loop . She
took down the phone number
and set up an interview lime
with one of the directors at the
Center. The main point of the
inteniew was to match Kathy
with a job that really interested her. She didn't need
any expenence with the courts
nor did she have to agree to a
certain amount of time with
the Bail Project, but the
Center wanted to be sure she
was really sincere about
wanting the experience.
"When I first started I was
pretty nervous, being my first
time 1n Cook County I asked'
one woman if she had any
family, and she said they WfH'i)
all in Jail. I just put her name
aside " Kathy found that the
men segregrate themselves
and shoot dice while the
women stand around and talk.
"Volunteering for this project
has given me an opportunity

to deal with people, to experience criminal justice, and
to develop a good feelmg
about myself."
"I'd encourage teens to get
if1volved with a Voluntary
Action Program . It's an opportunity for them to be able
to see if certain work is
something they'd like to do for
the rest of their life "
Kathy plans to finish at
Loop , then to move on to
Northeastern. The experience
at Council Center has encouraged Kathy to pursue her
career in criminal justice. as a
social worker.
The Council Voluntary
Action Center offers volunteer
work m nursing, tutoring,
social work, delinquency
prevention. public relations,
child care, and more Call
Ruth Wilson at 427-9151 and
see 1f there's a volunteer
position that interests you.

The

@ymca

~

~

n

has an

activit~

Just For You
call

222-8080
we're for girls too!
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een
Notes
By Karen Walzel
Eligible teens can vote for
Mayor
All Chicago citizens who
will be eighteen by April 19,
1977 can register now for the
orimary
election.
The
registration deadline is March
21.
Call the Board of Election
Commissioners at 269-7900 or
stop by at their offices at 121
North LaSalle street for more
nformation .
State college tuitions rise
Bad news for incoming
freshmen at Illinois state run
colleges and universities next
September! The Illinois Board
of Higher Education is
promising a $90-a-year increase in tuition .
This is the first increase
since 1972. The State plans to
increase the amount of money
availpble through student
grants. For those not eligible
for grants because of their
oarents' income, the summer
ob search will have to start a
ittle early this year.
Teachers-the new chauvenistic piglets?
Teachers give girls more
' ime to respond to a question
11 class (7. 7 seconds) than
!hey give boys (2.2 seconds'
according to a study by Dr.
>=loyd Sucher. He also
discovered that during an oral
quiz, boys try to answer more
'requently than girls, but
•eachers still call on girls
:nore often.
Sucher doesn't suggest
'1ow to correct teacher'Jrejudlce. Perhaps some
'nen's liberation is needed ...
and a stop watch for evidence.
1986-a job odyssey.
· Bookkeepers may be out of
ll(ork in ten years, but occupational therapists will
probably have their choice of
jobs. Job forecasts like these
are the job of the U.S. Department of Labor, and the
Department has just issued a
new set of forecasts for the
next ten , years in a book
entitled
"Occupat1ona
OutlooK Handbook in Brief.
1977 Edition ."
The book also describes the
type of education needed for
careers
from
industria l
production
to
communication. Copies of the
handbook are available at th(-:
public library and in most high
school guidance offices.
And now, pocket TV.
A British firm has announced the manufacturing o~
a pocket-sized television se.
called
Microvision
Thn
componenf is only four inches
wide, six inches long and onf'
and a half inches deep
. For a mere $300 your purse
sized video will bring you "AI
My Children" during a borin£
sex education class or tht
" $20,000 Pyramid" as C1
diversion during geometry
The set fits comfortably
behind any medium-sized tex•
book.
Latest Birth Control Aid
A doctor at Johns Hopkins
Jniversity has come up with a
:>attery-operated device that
::an detect ovulation in
Nomen . The pocket-sized
'lleter is 100% accurate and
" osts approximately $49.00.
:.he meter has
been
~lly tested since 1974
\\(\~ ~ be on the market 1n
(\ <1\ot"
~\1-

TV Violence:
Teens say,
'Not us!'

-

Stooges and "Summer of '42 "
The teens s.urveyed said
"violence" to them 1s "a
reaction to social pressure" or
"any physical or mental harm
one person directly or indirectly brings to another."
One teen defmes violence as
"the quickest way to destroy
the world."

By Sharon Anthony
and Adorn Lewis
Thumbs up , cool talk, hair
slicked in a duck tail, black
leather
jacket. .. Antonio
Villaserno does his Fonz
number in the corndors of
Farragut high school.
Marion Campbell, Charlene
Hardaway and Jeannie Clark
are Cathedral high school's
Swat Team . Dressed in army
fatigues and Swat berets they
hang together like a group of
special agents.
At Clemente. Wilson Figueroa shaves his head and
maintains a stock pile of
lollipops. Everyone calls him
"Kojak." He signs his schoolwork as " Kojak" and many of
his teachers do not know his
real name.
Teens do imitate their TV
heroes. The question being
raised by the P.T .A . and other
adult groups is whether or not
teens are ma1nly imitating the
burglars, the murderers and
the,. ist on televisiOn .
In a survey of over 300 teens
conducted by the staff of New
Express1on. 66 per cent sa1d
they believe TV violence influences teens Of that 66 per
cent . the vast majority said TV
does not Influence them
individually.
The 26 percent that admitted television influences
their behavior said that they
had never done anyth1ng
violent because of what they
saw on TV.
It seems teens are ready to
mfer a problem 10 other teens

that they don 't see 1n
themselves .
In an effort to understand
some causes of teen violence,
we interviewed an active gang
memMr from the Northwest
side. Vs~afly when a person
th1nks of a gang member they
picture someone b1g , husky ,
and with a hard face. Even the
girls are assumed to have hard
physical characteristics. But
this gang member was a
pleasant, beautifully mannered young woman .
Louise Rudy jo1ned the
Gaylords because she simply
had nothmg else to do. As far
as the gang becoming violent
because of TV scenes , Louise
claims. ''We don't have time

" ... it is dangerous to
blame television for the
violence around us, for
by doing so we ignore
other
possible
causes."
to watch television. Threefourths of the time the gang
doesn't do anythmg but talk.
When they do fight they only
fight gangs from other ne1gh-

horhoods. Television has had
~~ thing to do with it."
.Gang members and TV
imitators have been around
since the first episode of
Dragnet. But it seems the
gang members are not watching TV , and the TV Imitators
are not gang members.
Could there be some other
cause for teen violence. such
as · unemployment , cost of
dating, supporting a tamiliy or
an unpleasant home enVIronment? According to Dr.
Karl
Meninger.
these
problems can become so
unbearable for a teen that
anyone who has to put up with
them can have violent outbursts . Neil Derrough , vice
president
and
general
manager
of
ltv BB M-TV
bel1eves " .. it is dangerous to
blame television tor the
violence aro und us. tor by
doing so we 1gnore other
possible causes "
The parents surveyed by the
New Expression labeled the
following TV shows as bei ng
unfavorable for teen viewing:
" The Graduate," Starsky and
Hutch , Mary Hartman. "Hefter
Skelter," Swat, The Three

It isn't easy to begin

"If more parents would
sit down, watch TV
with their children and
help them d_istinguish
between
fact
and·
fiction, they wouldn't
imitate imaginative TV
violence."
In a survey conducted by
The American Council for
Better Broadcasts Maude was
voted the rnost violent show
on television , yet in another
survey by NCCB, Starsky and
Hutch was •named the most
violent. One teen in that
survey remarked about Maude
that. 'The whole show centers
around hurting people. I get a
hateful feeling ."
With all these differing
opinions on what violence is,
a way to reduce violence
seems 1mpossible One of the
parents surveyed felt that
distinction between what is
true and what is f1ct1on would
aid
in
reducing
street
v1olence. " If more parents
would sit down. watch TV
with their children and help
them distinguish between tact
and fiction. they wouldn't
imitate
imagmative
TV
v1olence. "

•••

To start the NEW EXPRESSION took a special kind of risking.
This willingness to risk is evident in the teen staff,
but it i·s also evident in our advertisers and in the groups
and individuals who have helpe d us.
Please pay special attention to the advertisers in this issue.
They are advertisers who were willing to risk with us.
Youth Communication was originally funded in 1976 by the
following concerned groups: Robert F. Kennedy Memorial,
.uuct
Urban Dynamics I Inner City Fund,
Leo Burnett US..1
A · the
•
pflrson.
Continental Bank foundation.
ata
resources
JSt be
criminal

--A pald ad from the NEW EXPREssr•Q

effective

..~ . . tl a.u . • ,;:, : ~:h.... .
interview5 by phone or 10
aluate
community
ev
for
those
needing
assistance. Reimbursement for travel
expenses. Volunteer
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WiZ;In down the brick road
as a star .. .
By Malinda Jones

At eighteen, Renee Harris
has made it to the top of her
profess1on She's the star of
the Tony Award-w tnntng
Ch1cago production of " The
Wiz."
We interviewed Renee in her
Chicago apartment , a neat
five-roomer in the quiet
theater section of town.
Wearing an antique brown fur
over a two piece black suit,
she looks taller in black suede
boots than she does on stage.
Her actual height is 4 feet, 9
inches, but she doesn't mind
being short. " I used to tell
people that if there ever was a
fire, and the only way out was
a little bitty hole I would make
it ,"' she laughed .
Her voice is girlish, with a
Manhattan accent. On stage,
her voice is an ir]strument that
has the power to move
audie nces
to
standing
ovations every night.
Renee informs us that she
has a cab waiting downstairs,
but she contin ues the in-

terview. Ever since she walked
into the room she moves . She
removes her coat , walks over
to the table for an ashtray,
back to her purse for matches
and cigarettes, pulls up a
chair, lights the cigarette and
finally sits down. I could
sense the energy she commands on stage.
"I need at least two hours to
go to sleep at night," she
sighs. The build-up of ~nergy
she accumulates on stage
keeps her going. "I prefer to
be alone when I finish work. In
crowds I become hyper. Then I
realize how tired I am." But
Renee does Iike to party,
either at discos or in her
apartment.
Her favorite scene in ''The
Wiz" is the scene in which she
sings, "Be A Lion" to the
Cowardly Lion. "In this scene
I really feel close to him. A lot
of times when I am feeling
down this song keeps me
going. It tel ls me to be strong
and that I can do it."
The role of Dorothy in "The
W iz"
is
Ren ee' s
f irst

professional
performance
She auditioned against one
hundred other girls for the role '
as Stephanie Mills' under
study. " My babysitter told me
to be at the theater or
Saturday morning. My fathe
wanted to drag me down or
Sunday. We decided or
Sunday. As my father wa!
parking the car, they callec
my name to audition I had t<
sing without music. I think
went to the bathroom abou
twelve times, but I got it."
We shared an elevator wit
Renee as we were leaving, an
I really couldn't believe
when she asked us to ride I
the cab with her. "This poe
man was about to go hom
with his cab when I snatche
him. Then I kept him waitin
al l this time, " she puts h•
hand in front of her face arr
giggles. Renee has an abilit
to use her height and pesonality to charm peoph
She's done it for four straigl
months to packed house
Renee knows what it's l ike '
be a star.

Photo courtesy of Renee Harris

When you finish high school,
continue your education at .· ..

ROOSEVELT
UNIVERSITY

This maJor university in downtown Ch1cago offers a qualtty education lead1ng to a fully accredited degree. Classes
are small. The faculty is interested 1n each student as
an individual.

Classes are scheduled at convenient t i mes

DAYS, EVENINGS, SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS

No matter what your needs, Roosevelt has classes to
meet your schedule. If you're planmng to work part-time
or even full-time, you'll find that Roosevelt also has convenient locations in addition to convenient schedules.
Campuses in Rolling Meadows, Glenview, Waukegan,
Great Lakes, and the downtown campus make it easy to
get the cou rses you want.

FINANCIAL AI D A CONCERN?
Programs for qualified part -time or full -time undergraduate students are described in a fact sheet a"vallable
to you w1thout obligation.
For more Information, PHONE 341-3655
OR SEND IN COUPON

·-------------------------·
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ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY

Ofloce of Educational Information
430 So. Mochigan Ave., Ch ocago, Ill. 60605
Phone : (312) 341-3655

I would like onforma t1 on on (check below)
coeduca tional u ndergrad uate or graduate programs·

•-~

.J ARTS AND SCIENCES
English. La nguages Pholosophy. Socoology, Ho s tory.
Mathematocs. Psychology. Scoences and more
~ WALTER E. HELLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Accoun t •ng, Econonucs. Fmance, Ma nagemen t , Ma rkP l ulg and nlore

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Degree program for people over 25 whose college
educatton wa s tnterruptell
CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Musoc [ducatoon Theory Cornposotoon, Applt!'<.l
Musoc (Performance). l nsembles, Ho story
COLLEGE Of' EDUCATION
[arty Choldho od Educatoon. ElcmP tary and
Seco 1ll.Jry Tea her f.ducdtoo 1, f.<lucatoonal
A<'lmon•str .. lton. Guodance a nd Counsetong.
Specoal Educatoon a nd more

Mu11.
6'363 N . ~he>
Chicago , lL 6 - -

(312) 262-8122

____ Zp ______
os of ondovodual merot

'
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.. .and in the chorus line
Cindy MeGee, a senior at
Lindblom high school, is at
the bottom of the profession
in t he ch orus line. She tells
what it is like to work as a
professional dancer and finish
high school at the same time.
Backstage at the Shubert
theater after a perforQ'lance,
Cindy sat in blu-ejeans introducing us to the other
members of the chorus.
She finds it hard to adjust
to an all-adult world. "I'm not
at school; I'm not here to be
friends; I'm here to do a job."
At first she thought the cast
relationships were cold. Now
she understands that it is
business. She said she had to
learn to deal with it on an
adult level. "When you understand how it operates, you
can find the warmth in lt . At
first I thought, 'Wow, these
people are really out of it .' But
now it's cool. It's really different from school. School is
one thing ; 'The Wiz' is
another."
Cindy has been dancing
since the age of three At one
point when all she was doing c
was taking dancing lessons,
she thought about quitting .
Now Cindy is a career woman.
She has given up social things
and concentrates on dancing
and school.
" I don't party as much as I
used to . I go to dance lessons

and come to t he theater." In
her spare ti me after the show
is over she goes home t o
sleep. "Tomorrow is school.
There are no more parties. I
sometimes go to cast parties,
but during the day I like to
unwind and relax."
Like any high school
st udent Cindy has homework.
She is able to read during
intermission and on the bus.
"Thank God I have easy
classes."
To Cindy, there is no top. "I

will never .reach t he top . W
I f inish and can go no furtt
then I am dead." Cindy
only dances; she is train in
be an actress, and takes v•
lessons. "You must be
satile. Don't say I want tc
it. You must go to class
put in time, energy, and
fort."
Cindy is not In "The Wi4
be a star. " I'm an artist. If
brings fame, fine. If it doe
bring fame, fine. I just wa1
learn to dance."

0

Lindbloom's
Wiz, Cindy
McGee, keep
hectic time
schedule. Ph
by Melvin
Bennett .
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The problem with getting a job is
that jobs are hard to find . Being
well trained or ex perienced won't
necessarily bri ng a job to your
doorstep either, as many teens are
finding out.
The answer to this problem is
precisely what this page , ftle Job
Express, is all about . Each month
it will feature a selection of jobs ,
paying jobs and volunteer jobs ,
available just to teens , i mmediately.
Although you do not get paid for
voluntary work, the experience is
often more helpful than an actual
job and can provide a good
reference for the future.
Lf you do not have a work permit
and social security card , get one!
Whi le you are between the ages of

12 and 18, you are required by law
to have a work permit, and
regardless of age, you must have a
social security number. To get a
work permit , check w ith your
counselor or go to the Board of
Educat ion at 228 N . LaSalle. Your
social security card may be obtained through a currency exchange or the Social Security
Administration office nearest you.
Many of the jobs and opportunities listed are and will be
" bli11d ads. " You apply for these
jobs by sending a letter of application addressed to the opportunity number of your choice
(see suggestions about the letter
below on this page).
Address the envelope with the
job opportunity number of your

c hoice to New Expression , 207 S.
Wabash , Chicago, Ill. , 60604 . Do
not call or come to the New Expression office because the jobs
are located elsewhere, and you will
not be able to receive any information or any o pportuni ty

through us.
Below is a reduced reproducti on
of what your envelope should look
like. It' s i mportant to an employer
that t he envelope and the letter be
i n good form .

Your Name
Your S tre et No.
Ci t y, St a te and Zip Co de

Job Opportunity 000
New :Expre s sion
207 s . \-.'ab ash
Chica go, I l linois 6060 4

ScOring A Job Through The Mail
When wr-it ing to a blind advertisement , you must remember
that you will be judged by the
content and form of what you
write.
The way you present yourself on
paper is important.
Include such vital information as
your name, address, phone, etc.
These things may be considered
obvious, but many people forget
this information , and an employer
cannot contact them .
Mention what time you can work
if the j ob or opportunity lists more
than one shift .
Mention any past work experience you may have acquired or
organization experience.
Check twice to make sure of any
spelling errors and make sura'" the
letter is in proper form .
It looks best if you can type, but
very neat print or handwriting is
acceptable
Make sure the letter is not
smudged or wrinkled in any way.
Neatness is vital.
Don't send a long flowery letter
three pages long . No employer is
going to read it when he or she has
piles to read . Keep it short and
sweet!
Unless the job calls for one, no
pictures, etc. need be sent.
Use good grammar, and if you
make mistakes , better do it over
rather than scribble and scratch .

Have an experienced person he Ip
and check your letter over before
you send it.
Remember that you are selling
yourself and therefore want to
make as good an impression as
possible.
•
Since jobs are hard to come by,
the employer will obviously have
some choice of prospective
workers.
You may be special , but the
employer will have no way of
knowing unless you make a good
presentation of yourself.
Listed below are some basic
steps you may wish to follow in
responding to a blind ad.
1. Name
Address
Social Security number
School (or school last attended)
Age
Phone number
2. Job Objectives:
What is it you expect to get
from the job?
What commitments are you
willing to make?
3. Past job experiences if any :
List in chronological order
beginning with the last job you
held back to the earliest.
State the position you held
(cashier, typist, etc.)
List the duration you held each
job along with the act ual year
and months (1975, June to

August , for example).
4. Education :
State your present year in high
school , or the number of years
of school ing you have had.
Also you _ may include your
present grade average or rank in
high school.
5 . Other learning experiences:
List any organizations you have
belonged to.lf you belonged to
your school's drama club , for
instance, or are a member of
your student counci l.
Community activities can be
listed under this category, also.
If you were a Girl Scout or
belonged to Junior Acheivement , say so!
If you had a special position in
any organization , list this also.
Activities show that you are
resourceful , involved and
responsible.
6. Particular skills :
List what skills you feel you
perform well and where and
when you aquired them .
If you are a great typist, say so !
Perhaps you are a good speaker
or
an
accomplished
photographer. It may not apply
to the job now , but it may stir
the employer's imaginat ion.
7. References:
List at least two professional
persons who would be w1111ng

to write a reference for you if
requested by the employer.
These persons should not
include a parent , but a
c lergyman , teacher ,
past
employer, or someone who
works professionally in the area
of work you seek is considered
impressive.
Make sure you ask the persons
you intend to list as references
first to make sure they are
will ing to write a reference for
you .
It is not necessary t o follow step
by step the form given above. Most
employers do not expect anything
very professional from a high
school st udent.
Have an adu lt hel p you ;
hopefully , someone -...ho has dealt
with the writ ing of a resume.
You may wish to i nclude some
additional i nformation, but try to
keep it short and get to the point.
If you should happen to be
called to an interview by an employer, keep cool , be natural , and
sit straight and look your interviewer in the eye .
Keep checking back each month
of this newsmagazi ne for additional informat ion on the art of
becoming employed. If you didn't
find your job th is issue, you may in
the next !
by Laura Sakarya

stenographic, receptionist. Hrs · 9-1 or
12-4. Must have patience, good
judgment , ability to deal with people
and use phone; have facility in writing
wires and letters Volunteer
101
Transcribing
Brail -recording
for
blind. Free co urse is given in transcribing brall. Work can be done at
home or at agency. To assist blind ,
you should have good speak ing voice,
be a good reader Volunteer
102
Criminal
Justice-victim-witness
assistance. Beginning now! Offers
trainmg in courtroom setting. Clencal
work
involved-completing
data
cards, etc. 3-6 hrs/wk. : must be
dependable. Help improve criminal
justice system by increas1ng effective

participation of victims and witnesses
to crime Vol unteer
103
Court work for bail project. Criminal
justice, dealing with arrestees ; interviewing
them
and
contacting
families are your tasks. 8-2 p.m .•
Mon .-Fri.. or 7 : 30-10 p.m . Weekend
assignments also avai lable. If you
have ability to follow through on
assignments and a~·e dependable th is
is for you Volunteer
104
Social work-case aid . Hrs : 9-1 or 124. Conduct Interviews by phone or 1n
pArson ,
evaluate
community
resources
for
those
needmg
assi stance. Reimbursement for travel
expenses. Volunteer
105

Job Opportunities
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
CHICAGO
Clerks-Full t ime / part time.
Good figure aptitude and ability to
work w ith details requ ired . Exce11ent
starting salary plus benefit package
with full -time positions . Full-Time
Hours : l3 : 30 to 5 : 00. Part-Time
Hours : 8 : 00 to 2 : 30, 1 : 00 to 5 : 00,
5 : 00 to 10 : 00. Call 732-6444.
THE FIR ST NATIONAL BANK OF
CHICAGO
Typist- Fu II-Time
Accurate typi ng of at least 50 wpm and
excellent grammatical skills requ ired .
We' ll train you to operate our
equ1pment while you enjoy a good
salary , outstandi ng benefits and
' rivancement opportunities.
Vv., ·l<i ng Hours : 8 : 30 to 5 : 00. Call

732~.4 4 .

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
CHICAGO
Secretaries-Full Time
Accurate typi ng of at least 50 wpm ,
good shorthand , and com municative
ski ll s requ ired . We offer an excellent
start i ng salary and a benefit package.
Working hours : 8 :30to 5: 00. Call7326444 .
Visitor to Hearing Impaired
2 hrs . /wk . (flexible). Must be interested in working with disabl ed
sen10rs Traini ng provided. You wi ll be
reimbursed
for travel
expenses.
Knowl edge of sign language not
necessary . Volu nteer
100
Staff
Aid- helpi ng
handicapped.
Prelim inary off ice experience leads to
professional
work;
clerical ,

•
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We need a new deal: Bus pass refonn

may only travel between home and
school on a direct route. Students
actually need that lowered rate for
travel throughout the city.
The school is not the only place
where a student does research or
works on
school
projects.
Libraries,
museums,
youth
agencies and public offices exist
throughout the city. It is a sad
excuse for the urban student, who
has, the entire city at his disposal,
to say that he can't consider some
projects because he can't afford
the bus fare.
One of the CTA regulations on
the reverse side of the bus pass
states that its user i3 "limited to
trips between home and school on
regular school days, Monday
through Friday, 6 A.M. to 6 P.M .. "
the New Expression proposes that
the CT A alter this rule to include

In order for high school students
to survive in a high-priced society,
they must be given some economic
breaks. Today most of us exist on
budgets of about $1.25 per day.
Granted, the CTA has a plan that
allows for reduced student rates ,
but this plan is limited. Students

travel to any place in the city and to
extend the days to Saturdays
because Saturday is the only day
some students can carry out
projects. Saturday IS also a prime
day for extra-curricular work such
as drama, speech, athletics and
Junior Achievement.
More and more events are taking
place outside· of regular classes
which students are encouraged or
required to attend. These events
are affiliated with the students
education. So why must he pay the
extra bus fare?
No group feels the economic
"crunch" more than teens. The
President of the United States has
declared that teen unemployment
is the most serious unemployment
problem in the country. What
jobless student can afford to go
job-hunting in the Loop if he
knows he'll be paying at least
seventy-five cents toward each day
of hunting?
' Our objective is to let the
"Chicago Transit Authority" know
that we, the teen population of
Chicago, deserve the same understanding as the senior citizens who
receive lowered rates because of
their economic problems. Their
privileges allow them to use their
lowered rates bus pass at any time
of day or night except when using
the subway during the morning

Policy Statement

Rules for a new revolution
include a home phone number so
that we can c-1eck the real
existence of the writer. Writers
may include the names of their
high schools if they wish to see
that information printed with their
letter.
Editorial Statements: Editorials
found on this page reflect the
views of all the editors. Any
editorial reflecting only one staff
member's views will be signed by
the writer.
Language: The choice of
language in an article or editorial
will be left to the discretion of the
writer and his/her editor. If a confl ct arises between the writer and
editor over language, the 1ssue will
be brought to a general staff meeting for a final decision.

What you are holding in your
hands right, now is the start of a
revolution. Never before in the
history of this c1ty, or any other big
city as far as we know, has there
been a newsmagazine like the New
Expression.
Our goal is simple:
To provide teens with a magazine written by fellow teenagers
with articles that interest teens and
with editorial statements that
really reflect teenage optnions.
The following policy decisions
were made by the entire staff.
Letters to the Editor: We will
only accept s1gned letters to the
editor of the opinion page. Letterwriters may request that we withhold their name, and we will honor
their requests as long as they

Distribution: The magazine will
be distributed in public and private
schools in the Chicago-area as
well as community centers
churr.hes and stores The magazine will be distributed free in
these centers.
Some public schools tlave given
the New Expression permission to
distribute on campus. Some are
waiting to see the magazine. Since
the courts of this Circuit have ruled
that a student may distribute a
publication in his own public
school as long as the publication
does not disrupt normal school
activity, we will continue to press
for distribution in all public
schools. We are determined that
all youth have access to the New
Expression.

and evening rush hours: 6-9 A.M.,
4-6 P.M.
If you. the teenager, are interested in helping to change the
policies concerning bus passes,
pick up your pen and urge
James McDonough
Chairman CTA
Merchandise Mart
Chicago. Illinois 60654
to support a change in policy.
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HB89 burns teens
Lawmakers in Illinois will
consider HB89 this spring that
would set a $50 fine for students \
under 18 who are caught
smoking in a school. The fine
would go up to $100 for students
caught smoking more than
once
If these lawmakers really do
believe
that
smoking
is
dangerous to the individual's
health and to the safety of
others attendtng the school,
why don't they propose a bill
that would fine everyone.
We thmk fair is fair. Arent the
adult models in· front of preteens and teens. such as pnnclpals and teachers, as guilty of
ignoring health and safety warnings as teens are? Yet they
smoke inside the school in
places set aside for them.
The greatest danger .to all our
lives in the schools is the lack of
a proper place to smoke for all
those who want it and think they
have to have it. Right now the
lavatones are the U11official
smokers in al' schools. As a
result all students must suffer
injustices such as boarded-up

/

f

lavatories. doors removed .from
lavatories, smoke busts by
school officials where everyone
inside is suspended, even the
asthmatics who are gagging
with the smoke.
The Municipal Code of
Chicago (90-62) says that
smoking is prohibited:
(d) In every church, school,
garage and hanger.
(b) In every institutional
building except in the admtnistration office, on the first floor
and in a room designed as a
smok1ng room.
If rights, safety and clean air in
the lavatories are to be restored
to the students of the State,
they need a sane interpretation
of their mun1cipal fire codes. Let
the principal restrict smoking to
one area for all who choose to
smoke. Let's stop the hypocrisy!
And let's not forget who's
going to choke on this new state
law if it's passed. Mommy and
daddy are responsible for the
fines of their children under
eighteen

How do you feel about having co-ed gym? Farragut High School

Regina Griffin. senior: It's the best thing Farragut ever did! Instead of seeing
girls, I see boys. Most of our activ't'es are female ones, bu!
the boys don't seem to mind. As long as they can do it with
girls, it doesn't seem to matter

Tyrone Powell, junior. I don't think we get enough exercise, I haven't seen a
push-up or any sweat since this began. But the change really
makes me come, and I'm doing a lot better in gym than last
year. Personally, the project has helped me realize now
sensitive a girl really is emotionally. The biggest weakness
is that the boys don't get a chance to do what they want
sophomore: Personally, I don't Iike the co-ed program. There's
too much competition to see what the boys can do better
than girls and what girls can do better than boys. I've never
participated in sports with boys before. When the girls have
a. male P. E. teacher they ":lastly I is ten; they're afraid to
d1scuss female problems With a male gym teacher.

What questions would you like us to cover at your school in "The Open B,.....;.--1·
Send s.uggestions to the Open Box, 207 S. Wabash, Chicago 60604, If yoty"
be Wlllmg to help us set up an Interview session at your school .
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My school's better than.
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Sound and Silence
By Michelle Banks

The pickers' choice
By Robert Hebert
)
SANTANA "FESTIVAL"
Devadlp carlos Santana. To merely say that he is one of the wor!d's premiere
itaricsts is not nearly enough His musical concept has been pra1sed over the
as one-of-a-k1nd. He's a great innovator. Each new album of his surpasses
previous one. His latest album, " Festival," does not disappoint.
''Fest 1val" 15 one of the feature albums to be released rn recent months. Each
is superbly wntten and recorded. Santana's g~it~r playi~g IS clearly up to
e high standards we expect him to achieve. The brrll1ant Lat1n-rock sound that
identify with carlos Santana is still there, but there IS much more. There are
rat funky cuts on the album, each Ojle dynamic.
"Reac~ Up" 1s the outstanding track on the album. featuring gurt.~r _sol~s by
tana and Tom Coster. Two mellower tracks also impressed me .. R1ver
ive Me Love •· The latter shows some heavy soul feeling . Buy 1t, you cant

an?

FRANK ZAPPA "ZOOT ALLURES"
Frank Zappa is Frank Zappa. That statement to some IS
perfectly understandable. For others let me explain F Z 's
talent's for lyrrc writing. compositron and produc1ng are shared
by a select few. F.Z. is pbsurd His Iynes are , to say ~he least,
odd. but he definitely introduced a trend rn mus1callyrrcs.
He will comment on anything that enters his shorted-out
m1nd. As far as his guitar playing is concerned, few are better
This newest album lets F.Z. display some of the best guitarwork he has ever done
In "Zoot Allures," Frank Zappa allows h1mself to take h1s
qu1tar riffs to the "max" "Black Napkins," a heavy metal track
ed live, lets F Z. stretch out with some of the most emotional guitar you
111 hear all year. Disco Boy,·· a humorous take-off on D1sco crowds is not as
utstanding musically as some of the other tracks, but it definitely harmonizes
ith the other songs.
"The Torture Never Stops" and "Find Her F1nger" is more traditional Zappa.
roughout ''The Torture Never Stops" you can hear the screams and moans of
en subjected to torture, and F .Z. 's wailrng guitar of womanly protest is
t 1n that cut. 'Find Her Finger" is a funky track in which F.Z. explains
proper way to seduce a woman. Of course, F.Z.'s suggestions are a bit
ical.
The title track lets F.Z. show some versatility. The cut is jazzed up. Zappa
, lays more subtle gu itar tones. This track is a fresh side of Frank Zappa I have
ot heard before.
The alhum is worth every minute.

Really root in ' it up
By Liz Goldsmith
It was a personal account of four generations of black Americans. "Roots''
"Gone With the Wind" through the eyes of Mammy. It was the imm1grant
ory told from the bottom of the totem pole. "Roots" tried to capture a culture
hich was strong and proud, t hen stripped of its strength, then its pride, then it
given back its strength but no money or pride. It takes a long time to rebuild
reng th and pride into a people which had been stripped of its soul.
" Roots" is not impressive becau se a person traced his family back for seven
enerations. lt is not impressive that for the first time on American television
ith the exception of "Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman") we see a
1zed history of the life of a b lack colonial. It is simply impressive that
aley wants to explode the myth that the black man can't find his origins
nd slavery. I find the same lesson in "Roots" for black Americans as I found
n " Fiddler on the Roof" as a person with Jewish ancestry.
The script of "Fiddler" was based on several short stories about a milkman
med Tevye living rn the "Pale," a ghetto for Russlan Jew:;, during the Romanov
nasty. Many Jews lived in the Russian Pale. Most of them w~re "ery poor and
ry uneducated Of course, they were bound together by their religion, but
y drdn't use the Hebrew language. Many of those Jews did not believe that 1t
right to want to qo back to an historical Jewish homeland
After VIewing -the movre with my emotional grandmother, we talked about it at
length. She told me that her mother sa1d Russia was just l1ke that. I tend to
lleve my grandrr other distorts our own fam1ly history to make 11 conform w1th
movie verston of Russran Jewry. Actually, I know that my grandmother
lstorted her own self-tmage 1n doing thls. Our family, at least, her parents, d1d
not come from the "Pale." They came from an area called Bessarabta,
thousands of miles south of the Pale. They were not very poor. My great-great
grand father was a doctor (so the story goes) and was porsoned to death by a
rival do:tor at a local inn. The story of the father of Velvli Greenberg is not the
story of Tevye the Milkman. Both men were Jews. Yet no two Jews have the
same ancestry.
• Jews must preserve their personal story to save themselves from being
mped 1nto a group legend. The group's Image IS always the object of other
e's preJUdices. The more that we 1ndiwiuallzE' who we are, the more 1m·s1b 1t is for others to build up prejudrces.
1ke se, blacks must remember their own hjstones and not allow telev1S10n
..
xplaln thP en rre black cultural history from Colon1al m o Reconstruct on
rght n1ght'S t san easy trap, but a trap wt'IJCh keeps us n.bondage

Chicago-! am one half of a twin
column that will view a topic from a
Chicago high school student's experiences This month's column will
be somewhat like an introduction. It
deals· with Chicago students' feelings
about suburban schools rn general.
I asked whether they thought they
were disadvantaged by going to a city
school. Here are some of their
responses:
Linda Young, a senior at Lindblom
said, "More qualified teachers and
f1rst choice of equipment are at
suburban schools. I definitely think
that I have a disadvantage being at a
public city htgh school .'"
"It doesn't make a difference to me
what school I attend because if I want
to learn I m going to, regardless of
where the school is!" proclai med
sophomore, Lavrta Stnnoer.
Marvin Meeks, senror , satd, 'They
(the suburban students) have all tre
advantages," but he quickly added,
I m not saying that I would like to go
to a suburban school.''
Malinda Jones, agreed with Marvin.
"Suburban schools are fine; they have
more opportunities and better
facilities ... but give me a city school
anytime!"
Of all those I talked with only LaVal
Inman said that if he had the opportunity he would go to a suburban
high school because 'earning facilities
are better there.
The other students agreed that they
would probably have a better advantage at a suburban school but
would prefer to remain in the city
school they now attend.
I have to agree with them . I would
choose a city school
I'm sure that going to a city school
has taught me how to be independent.
You see, at a suburban school, you
have everythrng at arm's reach. All the
resources are right there at school and
the teachers are wrlling to help. At a
city school you have to utilize public
faci11t1es, and teachers may not be as
willing. By being an inner city student
I've learned not to be afratd to

" .. . 1 wouldn't trade my experience for anything in the
world.''
ask quest1ons or travel alone
Some of my suburban friends are
afra1d of the city . I'm not. You see, life
isn't always peaceful and quiet. In
order to get something out of it, I need
to know how to cope with the confusion in the world.
You can bet that by going to a city
school I've learned to cope. I wouldn't
trade my expenence for anything rn
the world.

Riverside-This monthly column
dealing with the similarities and
differences between city and suburban
living gives me a chance to express
my suburban views
Recently, I asked some suburban
high school students how they would
compare their school to a Chicago
Public school.
Even though the majority of
suburban students had never set foot
inside of an 1nner-city school. most of
them th'nk t~ey have facilities that
are ne.ver and cleaner, and an environment that's better for learning
than the Cnicago Public schools.
Steve Frintner a senior at RiverstdeBrookfield higl't school, preferred a
suburban school because of its 'more
tranquil atmosohere. I feel that a city
school would be more threatenrng.
although I would l1ke to try one once."
Freshman Joe Gallns was in a city
school
once.
'They
had
nice
facilities. ' he Said. "but there wasn't
very much room . I prefer a suburban
school because they aren't as
crowded."
Mary Wachter, an R-B junior, said,
· I feel that suburban students can get
to know their teachers better. Usually I
th1nk of a crty student-faculty
relationship
as
berng
more
disciplinary." She also believes that
·'there are more opportunittes and
activities at a suburban sd..,ool."

" ... It would be very hard to
adjust to the thought of
entering
a
'Blackboard
Jungle' high school."
All the persons that I rnterv1ewed
said they would choose to remain 1n a
suburban school. I suppose that, if
given a choice, I would remain in' a
suburban school too, but for different
reasons.
I think that media concoctions like
"Welcome Sack, Kotter" and "Cooley
High" have given me and my fellow
students a very d1storted prcture of the
city's school system, and it frightens
us.
The suburbs provide a very comfortable environment that is very
difficult to leave. In the long run, the
mental stimulation of the city would
surely help me to grow more fully as a
person. but it would be very hard to
adjust to. The thought of entering a
"Blackboard Jung le" high school
leaves us scared. To upset thts notion,
we need to view a real-life Situation
and meet some inner-city students.
Perhaps this would teach us more
about our fellow teenagttrs and
ultimately ourselves.

In future issues. thel
bottom of this page will be
reserved for the opinions of
our readers.
There are many cntlcisms about
" Roots" appeanng on TV Personally, I
think It was all nght to be shown but I
rPsent the people getting Influenced
For example the rnc1dent on Jan. 31
when a black man was beaten by t vo
white poltcemen because of what a
whtte lady told them . It was reported
that tho policemen called him
"Ch1cken Georce" and also saic1, "We
got us a nigger."
It never fatls. Somebody IS always
1mttatlng a program such as
per
Fly.' Why cant people strarghten up
at"tl gE't themselves together Wt> do'1 t
krrow f)al to xpe ·t next

s ...
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I saw 'Roots" , and I was greatly
moved. The most
memorable
statement mpde on the series for m~
was '' D1slrke the white people to
what the~ d1d not because they're
white. ' This statement 1s one tha'
evervone ho.uld cons1der deeply
Morita Cabre•a
Immaculata Htgh School
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NEW EXPRESSION

Dive into action
at the loca I 'Y'
By Kenneth Simpson
Are you one of those teens
who is bored w1th the same
everyday athletic activities?
Are you one of those teens
who 1s t1red of playing the
same monotonous sports of
football and basketball?
Maybe you should explore the
local YMCA.
According to Jean Thigpen.
program d1rector of the Hyde
Park 'Y', the swimming
program is one of the most
popular programs at Hyde
Park. It includes springboard
diving, aquatic safety and life
sav1ng,
synchronized
sw1mm1ng (better known as
water ballet) and regular
swimming lessons. Members
of the ·y· can participate in
these activities for free.
A combined course 1n skin
diving and scuba diving is
also available for $55. The
course starts with skin diving
in the pool and moves to
classroom instruction on how
to use a Self Contained
Underwater Breathing Apparatus or SCUBA. The course
then moves to scuba divtng 1n
the pool and ends with a
written test on scuba diving
and a solo test in open water.
Hyde Park ·y· swimmers

also engage tn pick-up underwater hockey and water
polo. Underwater hockey is
played with a weighted puck
and a stick similar to a shuffle
board
stick.
The
real
challenge of the game is to
stay underwater and move the
puck along the bottom of the
pool.
Another popular program 1s
archery
Archers need to
supply their own bow and
arrows for about $30. Optional
equipment includes a leather
arm guard worn on the wrist of
the bow hand Archers also
use a leather tab or shooting
glove to protect the fingers
that draw the bow string. The
·y· sets up a shooting range in
the gym with targets varying
in size from 6 to 48 inches in
diameter.
Hyde Park 'Y' has introduced a leadership program
that has teens working as
volunteer instructors with
younger children. The teens
help adult instructors by
making the children more
comfortable with someone
closer to their age. Teens that
are Interested in teaching
should check this out.
Other activities that attract
teens are tap dancing, roller
skating, gymnastics and

for ALL SCHOOLS

•

Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs
COME TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONF liS FOR

~

,.-

FRH DESIGN KIT

• Cheer & Pep Club Oullols
, '
• Skorls- Swealers-Jac~ets
~
...-:
1
• Pom Poms Booster Buttons ~
r

1.

~

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
3344 W. Montrose 463-1464

Judo. Membership rate for
teens is $20 per year.
Contact your local 'Y' and
see if they have the programs
you're interested in. If your
local 'Y' does not have the
type of program that appeals
to teens, organize a few of
your friends and ask the
program director to help get
them started . If the 'Y' does
not respond to your needs,
contact the central YMCA and
ask advice on how to find your
kind of programs. The number
is 222-8026.

BICYCLES

JACKETS • SWEATERS •
EMBLEMS

•

Aquatic sports are very popular at the local "Y ."

Schwinn-Raleigh-Panasonic-Ross
• All major brands
• Parts & repairs
• 2000 bikes in stock
• Lifetime guarantee
FREE with this ad $10 worth of accessories with bike
purchase
-

KOZY'S CYCLERY
ISOUTHI

INORTH!

1610 W. 35th St.
3712 N. Halsted
523-8576
281-2263
All bikes fully assembled

Sportin., it for ya
By Eric Clemons
A First look at the Cubs
It looks like another season down the drain for our Cubb.
With the trades of two budding superstars, Madlock
Monday, the Cubs are no longer going to have that small to
of class that they once had. Monday is a leader, and frankly,
can't think of any one who plays center field any be
Madlock, a magician with the bat, possibly baseball's
hitter, will be missed immensely.
1 would like to congratulate Mr. Wrigley on these trades.
has not acquired a left-handed starting pitcher, which the Cu
need badly. He now has six outfielders who will be very angry
they don't play full time. Who will play third base? Who
play shortstop? When will they acquire a bonafide catcher?
guess that's not Mr. Wrigley's problem. As usual 1t's o
problem because we continue to pay two dollars for
he offers us .
This Year's City Champs ...
Next Year's City ·Chumps?
Will this year's football champs be contenders next year?
rE:lason this question arises is that the CVS Cavaliers will
have three returning players who started last year: Merridi
Hale (fullback) Frank McKinney (quarterback) and To
Kennard (linebacker). Of course, these are the three position
that a great team builds around.
The CVS coaching staff has a knack for coming up with go
football teams. The Cavaliers also have some good tal
coming in from the frosh-soph team. Whethe,r or not th
Cavaliers win their fourth straight Public League tjtle, they'
going to be very interesting to watch.
Should Girls Contend?
Recently Judge John F. Grady ruled that Laura Fisher, 17
from Mundelein H.S., could compete in the boys' state gym
nastic tournament. What took so long? l believe this ruli n~
should have been made a long time ·ago! Who knows how m
g1rls have been robbed of an opportunity to develop their talen
because they were girls! Any girl should be able to competE
with Boys in noncontact sports. I also believe that the IHSt
should start girls' contact sports if enough girls are interested

H
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Just 4you!

14,000 teens in Chicago are involved in 4-H projects and woa ...h ops in

,

camping
photography
auto mechanics

clothing/modeling
arts & crafts
public speaking

ecology
veterinary science
plant care

With 275 4-H Clubs in Chicago, there ha$ to be one near you. Call 737-1368 for
information.

4-H

IS

More Stars in Chicago
For two years the Public and Catholic leagues have beer
playing an All-Star football game. What we need now IS an All
Star basketball game. The Public League has a basketbal
program that can compete with any high school program in thE
country. Both leagues have players with potential, and thi!
game could help them gain recognition from college5.
I believe the game would develop into a real classic. It woulc
also start a fierce rivalry between the two leagues. It m1ght bE
the gateway for competition between the two leagues in othe1
sports (wrestling, swimming, etc.). If the Illinois High Schoo
Association approved of this idea, maybe tile Public LeaguE
would have some All-City trophies

Tired of the old 8 .S.?
We students at Community High School would
Hke to show you how to become a part of our
SC'hool and to take charge of your life.
Community is a place where you' can express
and follow through on your ideas. 'We'rr smaL
and friendly. Staff and students are equal.
Our school grants accredtted diplomas. We're
II on the North Side.
•You can still earn credits this year. Our ~ourtb
quarter starts March 2 8.

a free, cooperative extension program of the University of Illinois

For more information on a different way
call 2 75-3 811.

I
...__
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roms mean big $'s;
•
en1ors pay top du·e s
By Deborah Pogue
High school proms are big
business. Prom committees
are now handling multithousands of dollars in
financing. Unfortunately, tbat
financing depends upon the
comm ittee's classmates.
In an attempt to get classmates to pay their prom bills,
the committees are resorting
to all kinds of schemes.
On the very first day of
c lasses at John Marshall high
school, a notice appeared in
t he student bulletin, adressed to the seniors. ATENTION SENIORS: PROM
IDS A RE DUE OCT. 24, 1976.
How cou ld this be? The
rom committee had not even
een chosen yet! Strange
pproach, but what is even
tranger is that every senior
Iann ing to go to t he prom
ad paid his prom bid by Oct.
4. Now the only question is,
here is the prom going to be
eld?
Du nbar high school had a
The
iff erent approach.
omm ittee came up with a
risky idea. They told the

seniors there would be no
prom, and then they retitled
the prom bids, "graduation
fees." The scheme paid off;

our ways to
By Sandra Jackson and
Carla Cunningham

privilege! Yet, once again the
underhanded tatic worked. All
fees are paid, and this
school's committee promises
to have a ball.
Not all of the hard, thoughtout tactics of prom committees actually work. For
instance, Wells high school
thought they would get the
jump on all the other schools
and select their prom committee
before
summer
vacation.
This was a shrewd move.
Now with the prom committee
selected,
they
had
all
summer to rent a hall, hire
musicians, caterers and to
send reminders to the senior
class that prom fees would be
due immediately upon return
to school in September. Flawless operation, right? Wrong.
As of this writing not only has
half of the senior class failed
to pay for bids, but not one
member of the prom committee has paid either.
The students at Harlan high
school are required to pay an
$82.00 graduation fee, which
includes the cost of the prom,
whether the senior is going to

bea~

such a harp time collecting
payments. Our survey of prom
fees showed a range from a
high of $60 at Farragut to a
low of $25 at Westinghouse. A
sampling of costs in the city
looks like this:
$60.00
Farragut
Immaculata
52.00
46.00
Lindblom

3

4
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Photo by Reginald Thomas

You may be pushing VD
and not even know it.
If you have.any doubts,
call for free, confidential help.
Call YO Confidential,
842-0222
before you go to bed.
Publt•ht•d h1 tht• C1t1:en' Alltance fnr VD A"arent·\, tCA\'D.'\1
bv a l.,'fant tr,,m th,· lll1nn" Rt·g•onal MediCal Pmgram

~l1pport<·d

Hersey
35.00
Westinghouse
25.00
What ' s
the
difference
between a $60 prom and a $25
prom? The $60 that Farragut
students are asked to pay
covers a dinner with a choice
of two menus, a gift for males
and females and is to be held
at
Playboy
Towers.
Westinghouse's $25 bid
cOvers the cost of appetizers,
music, mugs, poodles and
will be held at the M & M club.

By Robin Haymon

clothes cost

Try not to buy an outfit that
suits your taste for one day
and later turns you off.
3. Buy at times
when you'll get the
best
bargains.
Usually a month before a
season begins or two months
into a seaso n there are quality
clothes sold at low prices. Between seasons, stores usually
advertise a big, fantastic
clearance sale. This means
the store is trying to clear out
the clothes from last season.
This is the time to buy!
4. Learn
to
check for quality in
your
clothing.
First, before buying, try
various stores to compare
prices. Second, check out the
price tags. Third, look at the
labels which usually contain
washing instructions a11d
fabric content. Avoid clothes
that contain washing instructions with ninety- two
steps. Fourth. always keep
your receipt because you
never know what 's going to
happen to your garment. It
makes it much easier when
you return things to a store
when you can assure them it's
their merchandise.
You'll look jazzier if you
take good care o f your
clothes, and they'll last longer
for sure.

Bad' Mean! Sharp ! Nifty!
eally Sleek! Putting such a
ardrobe together can really
e a trip when you don't have
he bread.
According to a buyer of a
oop department store, you
an find good quality clothes
hat swing your style, and still
et a bargain.
How? Try your fashion
iguring on these:
What should you look for
hen buying clothes?
What type of clothing
hould you buy?
When is the best time to do
our shopping?
Try these hints to set your
ace for your next shopp~ng
pree:
1. Top off your
wardrobe
by
choosing
fabrics
hat are durable. If you buy
ants or shirts, one hundred
ercent polyester ·will keep
ou partying. Polyester is
easonless, substantial and
rinkle-resistant. Blends of
bric, such as polyester and
10tton also carry you a long
ay. A hundred percent wool
not recommended because
can be itchy. The cost is .sky
igh, and unless the wool is
ned, it doesn't serve well .
ool blends are more
attstying because they halo
P well and resemble nylon .
.
Photo creditS ...
s for blouses, poly-cotton
lend is a neat fabric. It's easY
2.
o care for because it can be)
g. ·
.
ashed, drip dried and given a
Greene-Sun-Ttme:s
.
Haney-Loyola Untverstty
ouch of the iron. As for a
Dylan-WMAQ-TV
undred percent cotton, more
roning is involved, but cotton
•
5
s cooler than poly-cotton for
:.Kg· :_F "-ABC-TV
ummer.
ung u
"McCioud"-NBC-TV
2. Buy , pieces
r
that harmonize so
Pg. 9 :
)
as to carry a tune
San tanya-Jam 'I reductions
ith the rest of your wardZappa-Jam P;;00uctions
obe. By doing so, you will
"Roots"-Fil,rr'ts, Inc.
ave clothes that switch, mix
Bank-Unitef.J Studios
nd match with what you
Daily-UniJ.ed Studios
!ready own . It's even a good
ea to buy outfits and alter
Pg. Ht(
he wearing of your sweater,
Swim scene-YMCA
louses or shirts with them

the prom or not.
The prices of 1977 proms
could be the reason some
prom committees are having

This column is reserved for
any activities or events your
teen
club,
group
or
organization is having . If you
know of any activities that
would interest and involve
teens , we will publicize them
free of charge. Send us a
notice which gives the title of
the activity, the address, time
and date, cost (if any) and
the sponsor. Include your
phone number. We must have
this information by March 14
to be printed in the April
issue. Events should date
from April 5 to May 5.
Skating for everyone at The
Rink. 89th and Ashland, March
21, 7 p.m 50 cent:. wi th skates;
$2.50 without. For more information call 374-0859.
Modeling class, Thurs. 7 and 8
p.m. Sats, 2-3 p.m. Membership
and program fee. Sponsored by
South Shore YMCA. For information call 363-6300. Also
Karate lessons. 6:00-7:30 for
beginners, 7:30-9:00 for advanced. Tues. and Thurs . 1833 E.
71 st Street. For information call
363-6300.
The Marshall Tucker Band in
concert. Fri., March 11, 8 p.m.
Arag on Ballroom. $6.50 adv /$7.00 door general admission;
Sat., March 12, Uptown Theater,
$8 .00 I$ 7 00 reserved .
Todd Rundgren in concert.
Friday, March 18 , 8 p.m.,
$8.50/$7.50 reserved. Uptown
Theatre.
The Gregg Allman Band in
concert. Friday, April 8. Uptown
Theatre. $8.50/$7.50 reserved.
Rufus featuring Chaka Khan in
concert. Friday, April 15, 8 p. m ,
Auditorium Theatre. $8.50/$7.50
& $6.50 reserved.
Seals & Crofts in concert.
Friday, March 18. 7 and 10:30
p.m., Arie Crown Theatre.
''Diary of Anne Frank," Immaculata high school, 640 W.
Irving Pk., March 25, 8 p m
Adults adv. $3/door $4, Child
adv. $1.50/door $2.
"Bye, Bye Birdie ' Quiqly
North high school; 103 E.
Chestnu t, March 18, 19 8 p .m ;
March 20, 7 p .m. $2.
Apostolic Church of God Youth
Chotr in Concert. 6344 S Kimbark, March 13, 4 p.m. Free
Coffee House. every Saturday
at 8 p.m.· 1768 W Greenleaf at
Alternatives. 50 cents.
''Pouring it Out," Cathedral
high school talent show, 11 E.
Chicago Ave , March 10, 7 : 30
p.m., March 12, 2:30 p.m . $1
Street Defense tor Girls,
Sponsored by YWCA, 37 S.
Wabash, Feb . 28-Apr 23, 6:307.30 p .m . Fee
$22 For information call 372-6600
Appropriate Technology for
People, Circle Campus, March
18, 19, 20 about work, workplaces, e'nergy, neighborhood
decision-making with featured
Schumacher,
speaker,
E.F.
author of Small Is Beautiful.
Registratton $10. Contact Acorn,
Governors State Universll y, Park
Forest South 60466 for information .
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NEW EXPRESSION

Emerging •••
For the first time a medium
exists for the teenagers of this city
to open up and express their
feelings . The medium is called the
Youth Communication Center, and
it is staffed almost entirely by
teens . Real teens, not the Brady
Bunch .. . or the sweat hogs either.
Because the teens at Youth
Communication come from all
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b.y Nona Paramore and
Reginald Thomas

parts of the city, there are a lot of
different ideas, beliefs and values
to talk about, lo share and to
express to the adult world .
There is a sense of responsibility
here. There is expectancy here
because the members are doing
things that most of us have never
been able to do before. Things like
writing copy for this city-wide

magazine . Or appearing on
television to express our views on
unemployment. Or broadcasting
our voices on "Emerging Consciousness," the radio talk show
on WKQX . Or sponsoring and
organizing a city-wide forum that
gives adults and teens a chance to
exchange ideas on problems affecting teens.
If there is excitement here, it is
because YCCC was planned for
communication .
If there is joy here, it is b~cause
we are accomplishing things here
that teens don't normally ac-

complish.
And if you decide to join us,
there will be just that much more
excitement and joy. We are located
at 207 S. Wabash on the fourth
floor, open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
(and usually a lot later on deadli
nights.) You are invited to check us
out. Wednesday afternoon is
good starting time because we
hold staff meetings and ail-een
meetings on Wednesdays to set
policy and to plan.
We are emerging, and you
play a role in forming what will

